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Who am I to advise on how to write a review?

230 papers published or in press

Since 2010  19 reviews published
1 in press

Editor, Journal of Virological Methods



Why write a review? – For me

To show grant activity:

1st report 
Manuscript in preparation

2nd report
Manuscript submitted

3rd report
Publication

Particularly important for “slow” grants

To show academic mastery of a field



Why write a review? – the benefits for you:

1. “Free” output.  No chemicals, 
consumables, staff costs.

2.  “Extra” grant output
3. Can use for promotions (Assistant and Associate)
4. Can use for yearly evaluation
5. Can add to CV.  Helps h-index
6. Can help to get grants
7. University reward!
8. Help Mahidol publications and citations

The only “cost” is: Time 
Unless APC charges!



Q1 = 40,000 baht
Q2 = 30,000 baht
Q3 = 20,000 baht



What is a review?

An overview of a particular scientific or medical area

Narrative reviews

Best evidence reviews
Systematic reviews

Status quo reviews

Historical review

Issues review
Theory/model review

(broadly more 
medically orientated)

(more suitable)



Two main types of review

Comprehensive Focused

e.g. “Dengue”
(epidemiology, immunology, 
virology, molecular biology)

Note: not necessarily a “mini-review”



Word counts

(full) Review(mini) Review

3,000 to 8,000 wordsCan be as few as 1,500 words

CHIKV proteome: 4,600 words
(20 written double spaced pages, 
not including references)

Virus/stem:1,600 words, 
(8 double spaced pages,
not including references

Overlap 



Do I need an invitation to write a review?

Note: Invite does not = accept!!



But be careful!!!!!



Check the journal carefully!

Check in ISI database (Web of Science)

Check in SCOPUS database



Look at the journal 
“Instructions to authors”

NEJM

Lancet Infectious Diseases



I emailed them and asked if they would like to look at this review!



Format for an outline pre-submission enquiry:

If not completed, 
estimate how long to finish



Important point:

Journals LIKE reviews.  Reviews are normally heavily
cited, and this adds to the journal impact factor



Which journal should I write for??

As a rule (unless invited) I like to get the review
complete or nearly complete, and then find a
suitable journal and fine tune for that journal

Keep in a generic format at first



Note:  Some journals do not publish reviews:



What should I write a review on?

Something you know!!!!!!!!!

Good general knowledge of the field

Some specialist knowledge



But, seriously, what should I write a review on?
The easiest starting place:

Your grant applications

จะบ้าเหรอ – write review from proposal?!?!



This already has:

The literature review for this grant application was 2,000 words

Important note:  This presupposes that you do a good,
thorough job on your grant applications!!!!!!!!!



Slides redacted



The published paper



Grant applications ARE good starting points for reviews

1. You have already read the literature
2. You already have the right references
3. You have already largely drafted the text
4. You have already have a “viewpoint”

Edit and send!

จะบ้าเหรอ



The literature review in your thesis or your students 
thesis is also a reasonable starting place….

…but be careful about ethics!!



Digging through our old writing is one way

How else can we get suitable ideas for a review?



Current events



Disclosure:  It ended up not so brief at 8,000 words and 122 references!

Current events



What is Zika virus, and how did it spread around the world?

Our Zika review was: 



Background knowledge:

(i) Zika virus is a flavivirus  
(ii) There are 53 species of virus in this genus
(iii) 28 or so are mosquito transmitted
(iv) Some are well known (Dengue, JEV, YF, WNV, Zika)
(v) Some are not well known (like Zika until recently)

Question:

Of the less well known flaviviruses, which is next likely
to emerge?





How long to write these (full time days)?

From a draft:
Stem cell/viruses – about 7 or 8 days
Zika virus – 14 full days

From idea:
Flaviviruses – 5 full weeks (including weekends)

Thalassemia review – two to three weeks

With other things, I plan 1 month(ish)



Published Jan 2015

- about a 6 weeks to 2 months (a lot of data analysis)



If from a grant application/literature review

What was the research question in your grant?

Why is this a research question?

What is known?

What is not known?

State of the art review



If from research results:

Question:
Why do these studies 
identify different proteins?
-how about other studies?



Narrative review

But be careful:

There were ONLY 7 published studies

Impact >6

125 references

A comprehensive review, not a mini-review



A manageable focused review:



When is a good time to write?

When you have published in this area 

- you can include your work and citation to it!



OK.  I want to write a review on………….

what do I do next?

1. Check has there been a recent review on the same subject?
2. If no – start writing!
3. If yes – plan how yours will be different (more up to date?)
4. DO NOT READ OTHER REVIEWS!!
5. Only read original articles, and formulate YOUR ideas



Reading a paper – the deadly trap!



Is this OK? 



Plagiarism is the "wrongful appropriation" 
and "purloining and publication" of another 
author's "language, thoughts, ideas, or 
expressions," and the representation of them 
as one's own original work.

Plagiarism can result in your paper being retracted,
and possible loss of promotion if used as part of an
application package





How do we avoid this trap?

1.  Read the paper(s) or the section(s) of the paper(s)

2.  Go away – do something else!

3. Come back and write the concept of what you 
understood, using your own words.

4.  Ideally (!) read from several papers and summarize



If you simply MUST, MUST, MUST use someone else's words

MAKE IT CLEAR!!!!!
Several diverse dengue virus receptors have previously been identified. 
As stated by Smith (2011) in his recent paper: 

“The proteins identified to date as putative dengue virus receptors are a diverse group of proteins that show 
little functional or structural homology, suggesting that the dengue virus is capable of utilizing numerous 
different protein: protein interactions as an  initial step in the virus entry process” 

indicating that the virus is well adapted to gaining entry to the cellular 
machinery via multiple mechanisms.

In this example, the quotation marks, italics and offset
text clearly show this is not original material.

But – it is better NOT to use this method



How to structure your writing?

1. Decide rough format (comprehensive/focused)
2. Decide length (full/mini)

Start with the “guts” of the manuscript

3. Add the Introduction, slant to your “guts”
4. What does it mean?  What do you think?

Notes:

Stick to your plan – if doing a focused review – keep it focused!
You do not need to write alone – can divide sections out for different writers



Introduction (paper): the inverted triangle

Dengue disease, incidence, transmission 

Dengue virus structure and element involved in entry to 
cells

Method by which virus enter cells

Other dengue receptors identified

Reason for doing this review

Example project: to identify dengue virus receptor proteins



Introduction (background and why do a review)

Main text (subdivided)

Conclusion/recommendation

Overall structure of a review:



When writing, you should be “neutral” as well as 
fair and balanced.  You CAN point out flaws in other
studies (just make sure you are right!)

But you should have a viewpoint (conclusions, 
recommendations, future directions etc)



Remember – YOU decide the scope of the review

23 virus species (!)

Geographic foot print
Mosquito species
Human cases

SCOPE

EXCLUDED or ONE to TWO LINES: genome characterization, detection methods, 
molecular biology of flaviviruses, phylogeny of flaviviruses, vaccine development, 
pathophysiology, immunology, mosquito habitats, cytokines, chemokines, etc etc etc



Having a structure worked 
out first helps keep you on track



Having a structure worked 
out first helps keep
you on track



Do I need to be a big name in the field?

No.  And yes.

At the higher end of the publishing spectrum 
you might need to have prior publications, 
and for them to be included in the review

For some (high end) journals, at the time of 
pre-submission enquiry, you might need to 
provide a CV showing you are an expert in this area.



I am not senior enough to write one yet



Do I need to write with a senior researcher  in 
the field?

No………..

But……… 

Can I ask a senior to read over and give input?

Sure……..but…



One important point:

Although the article is a review, you are 
normally allowed to add funding sources 
(just change the wording slightly)

Research paper: This work is supported by…
Review:  DRS is supported by…..



Lastly, for medical doctors

Systematic reviews, best practice reviews and meta-analysis
have very strict guidelines.  These types of reviews should be prepared using the  
PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) checklist.

The PRISMA checklist requires detailed search strategy, 
inclusion/exclusion criteria, methods of handling data etc.
You must be familiar with this BEFORE starting to write/obtain papers etc



Conclusions

Journals like reviews 
Reviews can start from as little as 1,500 words
Avoid comprehensive reviews, aim for focused reviews
Focused does not mean “mini”
Grants ARE good starting points
Things you wonder about are good starting points
What is going on is a good starting point
Aiming for 7 – 10 “core” papers makes a review manageable
If you are interested in it, chances are other people are as well



ANY QUESTIONS?
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